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The Secret Dreamworld Of A Shopaholic Shopaholic
Lisa Kleypas has enthralled millions of readers with her
powerfully seductive novels. Now she delivers a story
featuring her most unforgettable characters yet....in Sugar
Daddy SHE'S FROM THE WRONG SIDE OF THE TRACKS Liberty Jones
has dreams and determination that will take her far away
from Welcome, Texas---if she can keep her wild heart from
ruling her mind. Hardy Cates sees Liberty as completely offlimits. His own ambitions are bigger than Welcome, and
Liberty Jones is a complication he doesn't need. But
something magical and potent draws them to each other, in a
dangerous attraction that is stronger than both of them.
HE'S THE ONE MAN SHE CAN'T HAVE When Hardy leaves town to
pursue his plans, Liberty finds herself alone with a young
sister to raise. Soon Liberty finds herself under the spell
of a billionaire tycoon---a Sugar Daddy, one might say. But
the relationship goes deeper than people think, and Liberty
begins to discover secrets about her own family's past.
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WILL THEY FIND THEIR HEARTS' DESIRES OR WILL HEARTBREAK
TEAR THEM APART? Two men. One woman. A choice that can make
her or break her. A woman you'll root for every step of the
way. A love story you'll never forget.
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Party
Crasher and Love Your Life returns with another laugh-outloud Becky Brandon (née Bloomwood) adventure: a hilarious
road trip through the American West to Las Vegas. “Sophie
Kinsella keeps her finger on the cultural pulse, while
leaving me giddy with laughter.”—Jojo Moyes, author of The
Giver of Stars and The Last Letter from Your Lover Becky is
on a major rescue mission through the American West to Las
Vegas! Her father has vanished from Los Angeles on a
mysterious quest with the husband of Becky’s best friend,
Suze. Becky’s mum is hysterical; Suze is flat-out
desperate. Worse, Becky must tolerate an enemy along for
the ride, who she’s convinced is up to no good. Determined
to get to the bottom of why her dad has disappeared, help
Suze, contain the dreaded Alicia, and reunite her fractured
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family, Becky knows that she must marshal all her trademark
ingenuity. The result: her most outrageous and daring plan
yet! But just when her family needs her more than ever, can
Becky pull it off? Praise for Shopaholic to the Rescue
“Full of gags, sparkling dialogue and beautifully drawn
characters . . . It’s a real treat to be reunited with the
eminently loveable, incredibly ditzy and fiercely loyal
Shopaholic protagonist Becky Brandon (née
Bloomwood).”—Daily Mail “Will Bex and best friend Suze ever
make up? Will Becky’s old nemesis, banker Derek Smeath,
finish his memoir? Why can’t our beloved Shopaholic seem to
spend any money, even on a $2.50 pencil? . . . This is
escapism that will make you giggle out loud.”—USA Today
“Readers can’t help but be delighted. Kinsella never once
loses Becky’s voice and heart, which is one of the joys of
the Shopaholic series.”—Publishers Weekly “Full of Becky’s
outrageous ideas, including a heist à la Ocean’s Eleven,
this novel does not disappoint. . . . Kinsella adds a
mystery and twists and turns at every corner in this latest
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work while maintaining Becky’s signature voice.”—Library
Journal
In the idyllic early summer of 1914, life is good for the
de Witt family. Rudolf and Verena are planning the wedding
of their daughter Emmeline, while their eldest son, Arthur,
is studying in Paris, and Michael is just back from his
first term at Cambridge. Celia, the youngest of the de Witt
children, is on the brink of adulthood and secretly dreams
of escaping her carefully mapped-out future and exploring
the world.But the onslaught of war changes everything and
soon the de Witts find themselves sidelined and in danger
of losing everything they hold dear. As Celia struggles to
make sense of the changing world around her, she lies about
her age to join the war effort and finds herself embroiled
in a complex plot that puts not only herself but those she
loves in danger.With gripping detail and brilliant empathy,
Kate Williams tells the story of Celia and her family as
they are shunned by a society that previously embraced
them, torn apart by sorrow, and buffeted and changed by the
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storms of war.
Three women, smart and successful, working in the fast and
furious world of magazines, meet for cocktails and gossip
once a month. Roxanne: glamorous, self-confident, with a
secret lover - and hoping that one day he will leave his
wife and marry her. Maggie: capable and high-achieving,
until she finds the one thing she can't cope with motherhood. Candice: honest, decent, or so she believes until a ghost from her past turns up, and almost ruins her
life. A chance encounter in the cocktail bar sets in train
an extraordinary set of events which upsets all their lives
and almost destroys their friendship.
Straight Talking
Secret Dream World of a Shopaholic
Swimming Pool Sunday
Sugar Daddy
Penguin Readers Level 3: the Secret Dreamworld of a
Shopaholic (ELT Graded Reader)
Abseiling, wind-surfing, climbing a mountain - the things the terrified Abi Martin will do for
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love . . . "Romantic and refreshing" Mhairi McFarlane. A hilarious new romantic comedy for
fans of Lindsey Kelk, Sophie Kinsella or A Year Of Being Single Abi's barely left her bed
since Joseph, the love of her life, dumped her, saying they were incompatible. When Joseph
leaves a box of her possessions on her doorstep, she finds a bucket list of ten things she never
knew he wanted to do. Will completing the action-packed list - no easy challenge for the
naturally timid Abi - be the way to win back her man? Or might Abi just have a surprise in
store...? SEE WHAT PEOPLE ARE ALREADY SAYING ABOUT THIS BRILLIANT
ROMANTIC COMEDY 'A fun, bouncy, brilliant tale' Heat 'Funny, relatable and fabulously
written, it's even inspired us to come up with a bucket list of our own!' Daily Express ''A
wonderfully warm romantic comedy . . . the perfect read' Daily Record
Becky is a shopaholic who has lost the ability to say no. She tries making more money, she even
tries cutting back, but neither seems to work. Now with her cards stopped and no credit she has
to escape from this dream world, but how?
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Part love story, part workplace drama, this sharply
observed novel is a witty critique of the false judgments we make in a social-media-obsessed
world. “Sophie Kinsella keeps her finger on the cultural pulse, while leaving me giddy with
laughter. I loved it.”—Jojo Moyes Everywhere Katie Brenner looks, someone else is living the
life she longs for, particularly her boss, Demeter Farlowe. Demeter is brilliant and creative,
lives with her perfect family in a posh townhouse, and wears the coolest clothes. Katie’s life,
meanwhile, is a daily struggle—from her dismal rental to her oddball flatmates to the tense
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office politics she’s trying to negotiate. No wonder Katie takes refuge in not-quite-true
Instagram posts, especially as she's desperate to make her dad proud. Then, just as she’s
finding her feet—not to mention a possible new romance—the worst happens. Demeter fires
Katie. Shattered but determined to stay positive, Katie retreats to her family’s farm in Somerset
to help them set up a vacation business. London has never seemed so far away—until Demeter
unexpectedly turns up as a guest. Secrets are spilled and relationships rejiggered, and as the
stakes for Katie’s future get higher, she must question her own assumptions about what makes
for a truly meaningful life. Sophie Kinsella is celebrated for her vibrant, relatable characters
and her great storytelling gifts. Now she returns with all of the wit, warmth, and wisdom that
are the hallmarks of her bestsellers to spin this fresh, modern story about presenting the
perfect life when the reality is far from the truth.
“Frothy fun . . . Faster than a swiping Visa, more powerful than a two-for-one coupon, able to
buy complete wardrobes in a single sprint through the mall—it’s Shopaholic!”—The
Washington Post Becky Brandon thinks that having a daughter is a dream come true: a
shopping friend for life! But two-year-old Minnie has a quite different approach to shopping.
The toddler creates havoc everywhere she goes, from Harrods to her own christening. On top of
everything else, Becky and Luke are still living with her parents (the deal on house #4 has
fallen through), when suddenly there’s a huge nationwide financial crisis. With people having
to cut back, Becky decides to throw a surprise party for Luke to cheer everyone up. But when
costs start to spiral out of control, she must decide whether to accept help from an unexpected
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source—and therefore run the risk of hurting the person she loves. Will Becky be able to pull
off the celebration of the year? Will she and Luke ever find a home of their own? Will
Minnie ever learn to behave? And . . . most important . . . will Becky’s secret wishes ever come
true? BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Sophie Kinsella’s Shopaholic to the Stars
and a sneak peek into all of the Shopaholic novels. Praise for Mini Shopaholic “Madcap
adventure.”—People “A page-turner . . . [Sophie] Kinsella at her most hilarious best.”—Fort
Worth Star-Telegram “Screamingly funny.”—USA Today
Something Borrowed
Shopaholic Abroad
I Owe You One
Surprise Me
Christmas Shopaholic
Having rashly agreed ten years earlier to a marriage of convenience with her gay friend's partner to
secure his citizenship, Milly hides the truth about her married status from her wealthy and serious
fiancé until four days before her wedding, a secret that catches up with her in unexpected ways. By
the author of The Gatecrasher.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “From sonograms to the hottest baby strollers to tricked-out
birthing rooms . . . Kinsella’s ode to baby blues is both sly and slapstick.”—Publishers Weekly Becky
Brandon’s life is blooming. She’s working at London’s newest big store, The Look, house-hunting
with husband Luke (her secret wish is a Shoe Room) . . . and she’s pregnant. She couldn’t be more
overjoyed—especially after discovering that shopping cures morning sickness. Everything has to be
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perfect for her baby: from the designer nursery and the latest stroller to top-of-the-line medical care.
But when the must-have celebrity obstetrician Becky’s been so desperate to see turns out to be Luke’s
glamorous, intellectual ex-girlfriend, Becky’s perfect world starts to crumble. She’s shopping for two
. . . but are there three in her marriage? BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Sophie
Kinsella’s Shopaholic to the Stars. Praise for Sophie Kinsella and Shopaholic & Baby “Faster than a
swiping Visa, more powerful than a two-for-one coupon, able to buy complete wardrobes in a single
sprint through the mall—it’s Shopaholic!”—The Washington Post “Kinsella’s heroine is blessed with
the resilience of ten women, and her damage-limitation brain waves are always good for a
giggle.”—Glamour (U.K.) “As fun as a shopping spree.”—Entertainment Weekly
Workaholic attorney Samantha Sweeting has just done the unthinkable. She’s made a mistake so
huge, it’ll wreck any chance of a partnership. Going into utter meltdown, she walks out of her
London office, gets on a train, and ends up in the middle of nowhere. Asking for directions at a big,
beautiful house, she’s mistaken for an interviewee and finds herself being offered a job as
housekeeper. Her employers have no idea they’ve hired a lawyer–and Samantha has no idea how to
work the oven. She can’t sew on a button, bake a potato, or get the #@%# ironing board to open.
How she takes a deep breath and begins to cope–and finds love–is a story as delicious as the bread she
learns to bake. But will her old life ever catch up with her? And if it does…will she want it back?
Miss Ethel Browne is a typical adornment of her era. A single lady of a certain age in the period
before the First World War usually assists a senior, or less healthy family member with the running
of their house, or affords help of a more modest kind, in order to feel useful. Sometimes they are
inspired to approach places of last resort to befriend and encourage poor unfortunates. In Miss
Browne's case the Rescue Home pairs her with Mabel Roberts, who has had a terrible start in life,
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and has fallen into dubious ways. Miss Browne is somewhat dazzled by Mabel's beauty, and charmed
by her simple transparency and determination to be good. She finds Mabel a good position as general
maid to two elderly ladies, and all seems set fair. But, as the months go by, so do the reports of
arguments, temper and secretiveness. Positions come and go, as Miss Browne struggles to help Mabel
surmount her failings and find a foothold in the better life. Having 'slipped' somewhat, in a position
as a waitress in a restaurant, Mabel disappears. In the end, Miss Browne finds her, only to discover
that life has dealt Mabel a harsher blow. Miss Browne's Friend was originally published in four parts
between June 1914 and March 1915 in the Free Church Suffrage Times, a year after the publication
of F. M. Mayor's celebrated first novel, The Third Miss Symons. With its mixture of wry humour and
tragedy, it confirmed her reputation as one of the most sensitive exponents of the challenges and
uncertainties of single women's lives in her times.
Finding Audrey
40 Love
Shopaholic & Sister
Miss Browne's Friend
Meet Tasha—single and still searching. A producer for Britain’s most
popular morning show working under a nightmare boss, Tash is wellversed in the trials and tribulations of twenty-first century dating.
She and her three best friends certainly haven’t lived the fairy tale
they thought they would: there’s Andy, who’s hooked on passion, but
too much of a tomboy to have moved much beyond the beer-drinking
contest stage; Mel, stuck in a steady but loveless relationship; and
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Emma, endlessly waiting for her other half to propose. Their love
lives are only complicated by the sort of men who seem to drift in and
out: Andrew—suave, good-looking and head over heels in love . . . with
himself; Simon, who is allergic to commitment but has a bad-boy nature
that’s impossible to resist; and Adam—perfectly attractive, but too
sweet to be sexy. The bestselling first novel that launched Jane
Green, one of the brightest stars in contemporary women’s fiction,
Straight Talking sets the record straight regarding the real world of
dating, and follows the adventures of Tash and her friends as they
search for fulfillment and the right kind of love. Funny, flirty, and
ultimately tender, Straight Talking gets at the heart of modern
romance.
“Kinsella’s heroine is blessed with the resilience of ten women, and
her damage-limitation brain waves are always good for a
giggle.”—Glamour (U.K.) What’s a round-the-world honeymoon if you
can’t buy the odd souvenir to ship back home? Like the twenty silk
dressing gowns Becky Brandon (née Bloomwood) finds in Hong Kong, or
the hand-carved dining table from Sri Lanka, or the, um, huge wooden
giraffes from Malawi (that her husband expressly forbade her to buy).
Only now Becky and Luke have returned home to London, where two
truckloads of those souvenirs have cluttered up their loft. The bills
are outrageous, Luke is furious, and Becky’s feeling rather blue—until
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her parents deliver some incredible news. She has a long-lost sister!
Becky is convinced her sister will be a true soulmate. They’ll go
shopping together, drink cappuccinos together, get manicures together.
Then Becky meets Jessica and receives the shock of her life. Surely
the shopaholic’s own sister can’t hate shopping? Praise for Sophie
Kinsella “Kinsella has a genuine gift for comic writing.”—The Boston
Globe “Kinsella’s Bloomwood is plucky and funny. . . . You won’t have
to shop around to find a more winning protagonist.”—People “Faster
than a swiping Visa, more powerful than a two-for-one coupon, able to
buy complete wardrobes in a single sprint through the mall—it’s
Shopaholic!”—The Washington Post
This free eBook short story fills in the gaps of Sophie Kinsella’s
bestselling Shopaholic series, following Becky Brandon and her
husband, Luke, as they start their luxurious yearlong honeymoon around
the world. But these jet-setters are about to hit some turbulence.
Becky and Luke are in Venice—the city of winding canals, gorgeous
historic buildings, and, of course, exceptional shopping. To unwind
from the stress of their wedding, Becky has planned an utterly
blissful honeymoon where, for an entire year, they will hop from one
country to the next—Italy to the Czech Republic to Sri Lanka and
beyond—as they please. But lately, Luke has been more restless than
relaxed. In fact, he seems (unbelievably!) like he wants to go home.
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Will Becky be able to save their dream vacation, or will their globetrotting come to a sudden halt? Praise for the Shopaholic novels
“[Sophie] Kinsella has a genuine gift for comic writing.”—The Boston
Globe “Hilarious . . . hijinks worthy of classic I Love Lucy episodes
. . . too good to pass up.”—USA Today “Kinsella’s Bloomwood is plucky
and funny. . . . You won’t have to shop around to find a more winning
protagonist.”—People
Fleur Daxeny gatecrashes funerals in the hopes of picking up rich and
vulnerable men, but when she becomes involved with Richard Favour, she
discovers that she is in too deep, and that she wants more than his
money. By the author of Cocktails for Three. 125,000 first printing.
The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell
Hilarious, Heartwarming Heroines: Four Novels
The Accidental Life Swap
The Bucket List to Mend a Broken Heart
(Shopaholic Book 1)

A hardcover re-release of the author's first novel, originally
titled The Tennis Party, shows what happens when a weekend
tennis party becomes a hilarious, wicked study of modern
marriage for four very different couples of varying economic,
social and interest levels as together they encountered two days
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of anger, shock, revelations and romance.
Penguin Readers is an ELT graded reader series for learners of
English as a foreign language. With carefully adapted text, new
illustrations and language learning exercises, the print edition
also includes instructions to access supporting material online.
Titles include popular classics, exciting contemporary fiction,
and thought-provoking non-fiction, introducing language learners
to bestselling authors and compelling content. The eight levels
of Penguin Readers follow the Common European Framework of
Reference for language learning (CEFR). Exercises at the back of
each Reader help language learners to practise grammar,
vocabulary, and key exam skills. Before, during and afterreading questions test readers' story comprehension and develop
vocabulary. Visit the Penguin Readers website Exclusively with
the print edition, readers can unlock online resources including
a digital book, audio edition, lesson plans and answer keys.
Becky lives with her rich friend, Suze. Suze and her friends
have lots of money, and they eat in expensive restaurants. Becky
does not have as much money as Suze. Becky knows that she should
stop spending money, but she can't stop shopping.
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‘I haven’t laughed so much at a book for a long time.’
Whispering Stories Book Blog, 5 stars Sometimes one moment can
change your life forever...
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Party
Crasher and Love Your Life . . . “Sophie Kinsella keeps her
finger on the cultural pulse, while leaving me giddy with
laughter.”—Jojo Moyes, author of The Giver of Stars and The Last
Letter from Your Lover Life has been good to Becky Bloomwood:
She’s become the top personal shopper at Barneys and she’s
living happily with her boyfriend, Luke, in Manhattan’s West
Village. But with her best friend, Suze, engaged, how can Becky
fail to notice that her own ring finger is bare? Not that she’s
been thinking about marriage (or diamonds) or anything. Then
Luke proposes! Problem is, two other people are planning her
wedding: Becky’s overjoyed mother—who has been waiting forever
to host a backyard wedding, with the bride resplendent in Mum’s
frilly old gown; and her high-society soon-to-be mother-inlaw—who insists on a glamorous, all-expenses-paid affair at the
Plaza. Both weddings, on separate continents, on the same day .
. . and Becky can’t seem to turn down either one. Can everyone’s
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favorite shopaholic tie the knot before everything unravels?
Praise for Sophie Kinsella and Shopaholic Ties the Knot
“Kinsella has a genuine gift for comic writing.”—The Boston
Globe “Witty and hilarious.”—Cosmopolitan (U.K.) “Another
entertaining entry in Kinsella’s unabashedly fluffy Shopaholic
series . . . chock-full of the charming antics and asides that
made the first two installments hilarious bestsellers.”—Booklist “Kinsella’s Bloomwood is plucky and funny. .
. . You won’t have to shop around to find a more winning
protagonist.”—People
Shopaholic & Baby
I've Got Your Number
The Secret Dreamworld Of A Shopaholic
Shopaholic to the Rescue
Shopaholic to the Stars
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Party Crasher and
Love Your Life comes “a hilarious tale . . . hijinks worthy of classic
I Love Lucy episodes . . . too good to pass up.” (USA Today) “Sophie
Kinsella keeps her finger on the cultural pulse, while leaving me
giddy with laughter.”—Jojo Moyes, author of The Giver of Stars and The
Last Letter from Your Lover Becky Bloomwood has a fabulous flat in
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London’s trendiest neighborhood, a troupe of glamorous socialite
friends, and a closet brimming with the season’s must-haves. The only
trouble is, she can’t actually afford it—not any of it. Her job
writing at Successful Saving magazine not only bores her to tears, it
doesn’t pay much at all. And lately Becky’s been chased by dismal
letters from the bank—letters with large red sums she can’t bear to
read. She tries cutting back. But none of her efforts succeeds. Her
only consolation is to buy herself something . . . just a little
something. Finally a story arises that Becky actually cares about, and
her front-page article catalyzes a chain of events that will transform
her life—and the lives of those around her—forever. Praise for Sophie
Kinsella and Confessions of a Shopaholic “Kinsella’s Bloomwood is
plucky and funny. . . . You won’t have to shop around to find a more
winning protagonist.”—People “If a crème brûlée could be
transmogrified into a book, it would be Confessions of a
Shopaholic.”—The Star-Ledger “A have-your-cake-and-eat-it romp, done
with brio and not a syllable of moralizing. . . . Kinsella has a light
touch and puckish humor.”—Kirkus Reviews
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Shopaholic series
comes a terrific blend of comedy, romance, and psychological recovery
in a contemporary YA novel sure to inspire and entertain. An anxiety
disorder disrupts fourteen-year-old Audrey's daily life. She has been
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making slow but steady progress with Dr. Sarah, but when Audrey meets
Linus, her brother's gaming teammate, she is energized. She connects
with him. Audrey can talk through her fears with Linus in a way she's
never been able to do with anyone before. As their friendship deepens
and her recovery gains momentum, a sweet romantic connection develops,
one that helps not just Audrey but also her entire family.
The fabulous first Shopaholic novel by international No. 1 bestselling
author Sophie Kinsella. The perfect pick-me-up when life is hanging in
the (bank) balance . . . ! Meet Rebecca Bloomwood. She has a great
flat, a fabulous wardrobe full of the season's must-haves, and a job
telling other people how to manage their money. She spends her leisure
time ... shopping. Retail therapy is the answer to all her problems.
She knows she should stop, but she can't. She tries Cutting Back, she
tries Making More Money. But neither seems to work. The letters from
the bank are getting harder to ignore. Can Becky ever escape from this
dreamworld, find true love, and regain the use of her credit card?
____________________ Everybody loves Sophie Kinsella: "I almost cried
with laughter" Daily Mail "Hilarious . . . you'll laugh and gasp on
every page" Jenny Colgan "Properly mood-altering . . . funny, fast and
farcical. I loved it" Jojo Moyes "A superb tale. Five stars!" Heat
*Also published as CONFESSIONS OF A SHOPAHOLIC* OUT NOW the new Sunday
Times bestseller from Sophie Kinsella: CHRISTMAS SHOPAHOLIC ALSO
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AVAILABLE the irresistible new stand-alone novel: LOVE YOUR LIFE
Nobody does smart, screwball romantic comedy quite like Sophie
Kinsella, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the beloved
Shopaholic series. In these four stand-alone novels, Kinsella’s
charming heroines juggle work life, love life—and sometimes, even the
afterlife—to heartwarming and hilarious effect. This must-have eBook
bundle includes: CAN YOU KEEP A SECRET? “Move over, Bridget [Jones]! .
. . Kinsella’s witty take on mundane office and family life will
really make you laugh out loud.”—Evening Chronicle (UK) Emma Corrigan
has a huge heart, an irrepressible spirit, and a few little secrets.
Secrets from her boyfriend, secrets from her mother . . . secrets she
wouldn’t share with anyone in the world. Until she spills them all to
a handsome stranger on a plane, who, she later discovers, just so
happens to be Jack Harper, her company’s elusive CEO—a man who now
knows every humiliating detail about her. THE UNDOMESTIC GODDESS
“Another charming winner from the delightful Kinsella.”—Booklist
Samantha Sweeting, a workaholic attorney at a London law firm, has
just made a huge, unthinkable mistake, wrecking her chance of becoming
partner. Going into utter meltdown, she walks out of her office,
boards a train, and ends up in the middle of nowhere. Asking for
directions at a big, beautiful house, she’s mistaken for an
interviewee and is offered a job as their housekeeper. And as she
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figures out how to turn on the oven and how to open the #@%# ironing
board, she finds that this new life may be exactly what she is looking
for. REMEMBER ME? “A delicious page-turner.”—USA Today When twentyeight-year-old Lexi Smart wakes up in a London hospital, she’s in for
a big surprise. Having survived a car accident, Lexi has lost a big
chunk of her memory—three years to be exact—and somehow she’s gone
from being a twenty-five-year-old working girl to being a corporate
big shot with a sleek loft, a personal assistant, and a gorgeous
husband. Will she ever remember how this all came to be? And what will
happen when she does? TWENTIES GIRL “Kinsella [is] a master of comic
pacing and feminine wit.”—Publishers Weekly Lara Lington’s imagination
seems to be in overdrive. Normal twenty-something young women don’t
get visited by ghosts. Or do they? When the spirit of Lara’s greataunt Sadie mysteriously appears, she has one request: Lara must find a
missing necklace that was in Sadie’s possession for more than seventyfive years. And in their mission, these very different “twenties”
girls learn some surprising truths from and about each other. BONUS:
This eBook bundle also includes an excerpt from Sophie Kinsella's
Wedding Night.
Shopaholic on Honeymoon (Short Story)
The Secret to Lying
The Storms of War
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A Novel
A Story of Two Women
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A witty and emotionally charged novel that delves into the
heart of a marriage, and how those we love and think we know best can sometimes surprise us
the most “A delightful take on the mixed blessings of marital longevity.”—People After ten
years together, Sylvie and Dan have a comfortable home, fulfilling jobs, and beautiful twin girls,
and they communicate so seamlessly they finish each other’s sentences. They have a happy
marriage and believe they know everything there is to know about each other. Until it’s casually
mentioned to them that they could be together for another sixty-eight years . . . and panic sets
in. They decide to bring surprises into their marriage to keep it fresh and fun. But in their
pursuit of Project Surprise Me—from unexpected gifts to restaurant dates to sexy photo
shoots—mishaps arise, with disastrous and comical results. Gradually, surprises turn to
shocking truths. And when a scandal from the past is uncovered, they begin to wonder if they
ever really knew each other at all. With a colorful cast of eccentric characters, razor-sharp
observations, and her signature wit and charm, Sophie Kinsella presents a humorous yet
moving portrait of a marriage—its intricacies, comforts, and complications. Surprise Me reveals
that hidden layers in a close relationship are often yet to be discovered. Praise for Surprise Me
“Genuinely funny.”—The New York Times Book Review “Unexpected and wholly
satisfying.”—USA Today “In her signature fashion, Sophie Kinsella brings a cast of quirky,
funny characters to this new work. [She] keeps the laughs coming. . . . Readers will follow the
story with bated breath as the couple struggle to make their marriage right after everything they
thought they knew about each other proves wrong.”—Library Journal “Heartfelt . . . What at
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first seems like a light novel about familiar woes turns into a deeper story about trust, family,
and perception.”—Publishers Weekly “Winsome and zesty, Kinsella’s latest delivers all the
hallmarks her many fans have come to expect.”—Booklist “Pure fun . . . a hilariously moving
look at marriage and the power of mixing things up.”—Kirkus Reviews
“Utterly charming . . . Put Sophie Kinsella’s Number on speed dial.”—USA Today Poppy Wyatt
has never felt luckier. She is about to marry her ideal man, Magnus Tavish, but in one
afternoon her “happily ever after” begins to fall apart. Not only has she lost her engagement
ring in a hotel fire drill, but in the panic that follows, her phone is stolen. As she paces shakily
around the lobby, she spots an abandoned phone in a trash can. Finders keepers! Now she
can leave a number for the hotel to contact her when they find her ring. Perfect! Well, perfect
except that the phone’s owner, businessman Sam Roxton, doesn’t agree. He wants his phone
back and doesn’t appreciate Poppy reading his messages and wading into his personal life.
What ensues is a hilarious and unpredictable turn of events as Poppy and Sam increasingly
upend each other’s lives through emails and text messages. As Poppy juggles wedding
preparations, mysterious phone calls, and hiding her left hand from Magnus and his parents,
she soon realizes that she is in for the biggest surprise of her life. BONUS: This edition
includes an excerpt from Sophie Kinsella's Wedding Night. “A rollicking page-turner . . . It’s
funny. It’s clever. It twists and turns. . . . Sophie Kinsella has yet another winner.”—Fort Worth
Star-Telegram “Fresh, fast-paced, and fiercely funny . . . Kinsella pens her most lovably
neurotic protagonist yet. . . . A laugh-out-loud comic caper.”—Publishers Weekly “Poppy is
easily as charming and daffy as shopaholic Rebecca Bloomwood.”—Kirkus Reviews “A
screwball romance for the digital age.”—The Star-Ledger
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The Secret Dreamworld of a ShopaholicRandom House
#1 New York Times bestselling author Sophie Kinsella returns with a festive new Shopaholic
adventure filled with holiday cheer and unexpected gifts. “Funny, charming, and the perfect
read to get into the holiday spirit.”—PopSugar ’Tis the season for change and Becky Brandon
(n e Bloomwood) is embracing it, returning from the States to live in the charming village of
Letherby and working with her best friend, Suze, in the gift shop of Suze’s stately home. Life is
good, especially now that Becky takes time every day for mindfulness—even if that only means
listening to a meditation tape while hunting down online bargains. But Becky still adores the
traditions of Christmas: Her parents hosting, carols playing on repeat, her mother pretending
she made the Christmas pudding, and the neighbors coming ’round for sherry in their terrible
holiday sweaters. Things are looking cheerier than ever, until Becky’s parents announce
they’re moving to ultra-trendy Shoreditch—unable to resist the draw of craft beer and smashed
avocados—and ask Becky if she’ll host this year. What could possibly go wrong? Becky’s
sister demands a vegan turkey, her husband insists that he just wants aftershave (again), and
little Minnie needs a very specific picnic hamper: Surely Becky can manage all this, as well as
the surprise appearance of an old boyfriend–turned–rock star and his pushy new girlfriend,
whose motives are far from clear. But as the countdown to Christmas begins and her
bighearted plans take an unexpected turn toward disaster, Becky wonders if chaos will ensue,
or if she’ll manage to bring comfort and joy to Christmas after all. Praise for Christmas
Shopaholic “Kinsella’s popular heroine, Becky Bloomwood Brandon, is back for a delightful ode
to shopping, in the engaging eighth Shopaholic novel, this time with a Christmas theme. . . .
Becky is as whimsical and wonderful as ever. . . . Kinsella delivers a solid and laugh-out-loud
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funny installment that longtime readers and new fans alike will gleefully devour.”—Publishers
Weekly
Mini Shopaholic
Confessions of a Shopaholic
The laugh-out-loud love story of the year!
The Acclaimed Shopaholic Novels
My Not So Perfect Life

"An irresistible story of love and empowerment about a young woman with a
complicated family, a handsome man who might be "the one," and an IOU that
changes everything. Fixie Farr has always lived by her father's motto: "Family
first." But ever since her dad passed away, leaving his charming kitchen supply
store in the hands of his children, Fixie spends all her time picking up the slack
from her siblings instead of striking out on her own. The way Fixie sees it, if she
doesn't take care of her father's legacy, who will?"
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A witty novel with the twists of a soap and
the laughs of a rom-com.”—InTouch Sophie Kinsella returns to her beloved
Shopaholic series with Becky Brandon (née Bloomwood) newly arrived in
Hollywood and starry-eyed. She and her two-year-old daughter, Minnie, have
relocated to L.A. to join Becky’s husband, Luke, who is there to handle PR for
famous actress Sage Seymour. Becky can’t wait to start living the A-list lifestyle,
complete with celebrity sightings, yoga retreats, and shopping trips to Rodeo
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Drive. But she really hopes to become a personal stylist—Sage’s personal
stylist—if only Luke would set up an introduction. Then, unexpectedly, Becky is
offered the chance to dress Sage’s archrival, and though things become a bit
more complicated, it’s a dream come true! Red carpet premieres, velvet ropes,
paparazzi clamoring for attention—suddenly Becky has everything she’s ever
wanted. Or does she? Praise for Shopaholic to the Stars “Shopaholic Becky is
funnier than ever as she tries to make it in Hollywood as a celeb stylist.”—People
“Our beloved heroine Becky hilariously juggles motherhood and a new career. . .
. Sophie Kinsella is such a genius.”—Redbook “It’s impossible not to fall in love
with Becky and her antics, and this latest offering doesn’t disappoint. With
appeal for fans of Kinsella’s prior Shopaholic books, this one will draw in new
fans as well. Like the first six in the series, [Shopaholic to the Stars] is
screamingly funny and lots of fun.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Take the
caustic wit of Gillian Flynn and the comedy of manners of Edith Wharton, add a
British accent—that’s Sophie Kinsella.”—The Globe and Mail “Fans of the series
who love Becky just as she is (and has always been) will enjoy this seventh
series entry. . . . Kinsella expertly plots this story and deftly drops in some
unexpected twists.”—Library Journal “Becky is a truly engaging narrator. She
may be self-centered, a shopping addict and a bit flighty, but she’s also goodnatured and genuinely funny. It’s a joy to accompany her on her journey, no
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matter how tangled it seems at times. A light, enjoyable read that’s pure
escapism.”—Kirkus Reviews “Winsome Becky’s romp through Hollywood will
thoroughly entertain readers, and the novel’s conclusion neatly paves the way
for Becky’s next adventure.”—Booklist
For Rebecca life is peachy. She has a job on morning TV, her bank manager is
being nice to her, and the icing on the brioche is that she has been offered work
in New York. The Museum of Modern Art, the Guggenheim, and she does intend
to visit them all, but first Saks, then Bloomingdales ...
Financial journalist Rebecca Bloomwood seeks solace from the boredom and
pressures in life with her shopping, a solution that brings her close to financial
disaster, until she encounters a story that will change her life.
Can You Keep a Secret?, The Undomestic Goddess, Remember Me?, Twenties
Girl
The Undomestic Goddess
The Gatecrasher
Sleeping Arrangements
The Secret Dreamworld of a Shopaholic
Something Borrowed Emily Giffin The smash-hit debut novel for every
woman who has ever had a complicated love-hate friendship. Rachel
White is the consummate good girl. A hard-working attorney at a large
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Manhattan law firm and a diligent maid of honor to her charmed best
friend Darcy, Rachel has always played by all the rules. Since grade
school, she has watched Darcy shine, quietly accepting the sidekick
role in their lopsided friendship. But that suddenly changes the night
of her thirtieth birthday when Rachel finally confesses her feelings
to Darcy's fiance, and is both horrified and thrilled to discover that
he feels the same way. As the wedding date draws near, events spiral
out of control, and Rachel knows she must make a choice between her
heart and conscience. In so doing, she discovers that the lines
between right and wrong can be blurry, endings aren't always neat, and
sometimes you have to risk everything to be true to yourself.
Together in one delightful boxed set, here are the first five novels
in #1 New York Times bestselling author Sophie Kinsella’s acclaimed
Shopaholic series. Follow the hilarious high-fashion adventures of
Becky Bloomwood, a spirited young woman with a taste for the finer
things in life—if only she could afford them. From London to
Manhattan, from singlehood to motherhood, Becky struggles to keep her
finances above water—but it will take a lot more than a looming creditcard bill to sink Sophie Kinsella’s irresistible heroine!
A teenage boy's self-reinvention gets out of control in a sharp,
funny, poignant, and compulsively readable novel that gives a familiar
theme a surprising twist. James was the guy no one noticed -- just
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another fifteen-year-old in a small town. So when he gets into an
academy for gifted students, he decides to leave his boring past
behind. In a boarding school full of nerds and geeks, being cool is
easy. All it takes is a few harmless pranks to invent a new James:
fighter, rebel, punk. Everyone’s impressed, except for the beautiful
"Ice Queen" Ellie Frost and the mysterious ghost44, an IM presence who
sees through his new identity. But James is riding high, playing
pranks and hooking up with luscious Jessica Keen. There’s just one
thing awry: he’s starting to have vivid dreams of being a demonhunting warrior, a thrill that is spilling over into dangerous and
self-destructive acts while he’s awake. As he’s drawn deeper into his
real-life lies and his dream-world conquests, James begins to wonder:
What’s the price for being the coolest guy around?
Lucy Savage is not having a good week. Her cheating husband, Bradley,
lobbed the final insult when he stood her up in divorce court. A dye
job gone wrong has left her hair green. And someone is trying to kill
her. To top it off, sexy cop Zack Warren is certain that the very same
man Lucy is trying to wash right out of her hair is the same Bradley
he wants to arrest for embezzlement. When someone shoots at her and
then her car blows up, Zack decides she needs twenty-four-hour police
protection. Next thing Lucy knows, Zack has moved in to her big
Victorian house, making them both sleepless…and not just from things
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that go bump in the night!
The Wedding Girl
Getting Rid of Bradley
Shopaholic Ties the Knot
Cocktails for Three
An accident at the Delany's annual swimming party results in a legal battle that threatens to
destroy the small English village, and sets off an incendiary contest of blame between Louise
Kember and her estranged husband.
Alex and Conner Bailey's world is about to change. When the twins' grandmother gives them a
treasured fairy-tale book, they have no idea they're about to enter a land beyond all imagining:
the Land of Stories, where fairy tales are real. But as Alex and Conner soon discover, the
stories they know so well haven't ended in this magical land - Goldilocks is now a wanted
fugitive, Red Riding Hood has her own kingdom, and Queen Cinderella is about to become a
mother! The twins know they must get back home somehow. But with the legendary Evil
Queen hot on their trail, will they ever find the way? The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell
brings readers on a thrilling quest filled with magic spells, laugh-out-loud humour and pageturning adventure.
Thanks to a mutual friends' invitation, two families meet in a luxury villa in Spain and discover
their room is overbooked, igniting old passions and tensions.
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